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Based on the forecasts and projections in Chapter 6, the CRPC MPO region is expected to experience significant growth
in population, employment, and travel demand over the next 25 years. Reliable transportation infrastructure in good
condition is necessary to enable efficient movement of people and goods. Roadways and bridges are crucial to the
smooth flow of traffic, the growth and vitality of the regional economy, and the quality of life for all residents. This chapter
provides an overview of existing conditions of roadways and bridges, strategies to address current issues and future needs,
available funding, project development and selection, fiscal constraint, and unfunded vision projects.

7.1 | Existing Conditions in the Capital Region
Improving the transportation system begins with understanding current conditions and projecting future needs to keep
our region moving in a positive direction. Unfortunately, over the past two decades, transportation infrastructure has not
kept pace with growth in population, employment, and vehicle miles travelled. This is true for the nation as a whole, for
the state, and for the Baton Rouge Capital Region.

Figure 7-1: Motorists Costs Caused by Deficient Roads
Source: The Road Information Project (TRIP)
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Figure 7-1 shows that safety issues, vehicle operation, and congestion currently cost Capital Region commuters, on
average, an additional $2,466 annually. Aggregating annual costs for all Louisiana commuters, we are currently spending
an extra $6.5 billion due to deficient roads.
This section identifies characteristics and conditions of the existing transportation system in the Capital Region.

The Roadway Network - Functional Classifications
Most travel occurs through a network of interdependent roadways, with each road segment moving traffic through
progressively smaller network elements as drivers approach their destinations. The functional classification concept
defines the role played by a particular roadway segment in moving traffic through the network. Roadways are assigned
to one of several possible functional classifications within a hierarchy based on the character of travel service each road
provides. The hierarchy is very helpful to properly channel transportation movement through the network efficiently and
cost effectively.
Interstates: Divided highways with full control of access and grade separations at all intersections. Controlled access
allows for high-lane capacities, three times greater than the individual lane capacities of urban arterial streets.
Expressways: Provide for movement of large volumes of traffic at relatively high speed. They are primarily intended to
serve long trips. Expressways have some grade separated intersections, while the majority of intersections are widely
spaced and signalized.
Arterials: Are important components of the overall transportation system, serving both as feeders to interstates and
expressways, and as principal travel ways between major land use concentrations. Arterials are typically divided
facilities (undivided where right-of-way limitations exist) with relatively high traffic volumes and traffic signals at major
intersections. Their primary function is to move traffic and they are the main means of local travel. A secondary function is
providing land access.
Collectors: Serve both land access and traffic movement functions. Collectors serve as intermediate feeders between
arterials and local streets and primarily accommodate short distance trips. Since collector streets are not intended to
accommodate long through trips, they are often not continuous for any significant length.
Local Streets: The sole function of these facilities is to provide access to immediately adjacent land. Within the local street
classification, three subclasses indicate the type of area served: residential, industrial, or commercial.
Figure 7-2 illustrates the functional classification of the Capital Region MPA’s roadways and Table 7-1 summarizes this
information by functional class and parish. The study area has approximately 1,836.7 miles of roadway functionally
classified as collectors and above. Local roads constitute about 66% of the total roadway miles in the Capital Region MPA.
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Figure 7-2: Capital Region Functional Classification Map
Table 7-1: Capital Region MPA Functional Classification Mileage by Parish

East Baton
Roadway Functional Ascension
Rouge (Miles)
Classification
(Miles)
Interstate
Principal Arterial
Minor Arterial
Major Collector
Minor Collector
Local
Total

52.15
99.14
49.67
87.93
60.85
677.85
1027.59
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105.11
251.60
219.93
208.38
65.45
1888.12
2738.59

Iberville
(Miles)
0.00
34.06
4.47
35.42
60.30
183.37
317.62

Livingston West Baton MPO Region
(Miles)
Rouge
Total (Miles)
(Miles)
55.09
21.64
233.98
27.53
58.60
470.93
86.72
0.00
360.79
101.58
52.25
485.56
51.10
47.74
285.45
615.06
178.11
3542.52
937.09
358.34
5379.23
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Figure 7-3 compares the MPA’s functionally classified roadway mileage to FHWA VMT and mileage guidelines. Most of the
CRPC MPO parishes are underrepresented for arterial roads and overrepresented for collector roads.

Figure 7-3: Comparison of CRPC MPO Functional Classification Mileage with FHWA Guidelines

The inadequacy of the arterial road network in the Capital Region has caused:
•
•
•

Use of the Interstate system as the main commuter route for all day to day needs;
Roadways designed as collectors handling capacities meant for arterials, causing significant increase in congestion
and deterioration of the transportation system infrastructure throughout the region;
Lack of alternate routes favailable during interstate closure due to a major incident or natural disaster.
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Traffic, Congestion, and Reliability
According to the “2015 Urban Mobility Scorecard” released by Texas
Transportation Institute (TTI), among medium-sized urban areas,
the Baton Rouge Capital Region ranked 23rd for annual hours of
delay, 11th for excess fuel wasted, and 12th for congestion cost per
auto commuter.
Figure 7-4 illustrates trends in congestion for the CRPC MPO area
from 1995 to 2014. While the Baton Rouge region has grown by more
than 50% over the last two decades, it has seen an even greater
increase in commuting and traffic congestion.
•

Number of commuters and daily vehicle miles traveled (VMT)
increased 1.5 times population growth;
• Cost of congestion is approximately twice population growth;
• Annual delay in hours and excess fuel consumed grew more
than four times population growth;
Daily vehicle miles traveled (VMT) on interstates and major
roadways grew by 70% between 1995 and 2014. VMT grew more on
interstates than on major roadways.
Figure 7-5 shows trends in rankings of various key congestion
metrics in the Capital Region from 1995 to 2014. There was little to
no change in rakings from 1995 to 2005. However, after 2005, the
Baton Rouge urbanized area moved up the ranks in almost every
congestion related metric.

Figure 7-4: Congestion Metrics Trends (1995 – 2014)
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Figure 7-5: Congestion Metric Rankings (1995 – 2014)
Since 2005, the Baton Rouge region has moved up 5 places in population size rakings among medium sized urban areas.
However, during the same time period, the region:
•
•
•

Moved up by about 10 places in rankings for total excess fuel consumed, total annual delay, and total congestion cost;
Moved up by 22 places in rankings for annual delay per commuter;
Moved up by 55 places in rankings for annual congestion cost and annual excess fuel consumer per commute.

In 2014, a commuter in the Baton Rouge region spent, on average, an extra $1,262 due to congestion. This includes the
cost of excess fuel, as well as the value of extra time spent on the roadways.
As an urban area, the total peak hour congestion cost was $623 million dollars. More than one third of total congestion
cost was attributed to cost of commercial goods being transported by truck during peak hours.
Travel Time Reliability is another important metric. Most travelers in urban areas are aware of congestion during peak
hours and prepared for it. They are less tolerant of unexpected delays caused by incidents or by any other factor. In 2014,
the Baton Rouge capital region was ranked 18th among medium sized cities for travel time reliability.

Figure 7-6: Travel Time Reliability
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Pavement and Bridge Conditions
Since 1995, LADOTD has been collecting pavement
condition data once every 2 years on a variety of types
of pavement distress on Interstates and State-owned
roads. The CRPC MPO collaborated with LADOTD
and the local governments between 2013 and 2016 to
collect similar data on non-state routes in Ascension,
East Baton Rouge, Livingston, and West Baton Rouge
Parishes. In Iberville Parish, pavement condition
data was collected only for the city of Plaquemine.
Collectively, pavement condition has been collected
for approximately 7,500 directional route miles,
2,000 state-owned and 5,500 non-state owned, in the
Capital Region.
Primary metric for pavement condition is “Pavement
Condition Index” (PCI). PCI is an indicator of how
long a highway will have acceptable functional
capacity. An acceptable driving condition is a
function of smoothness and safety, as determined
by the amount of pavement cracking and depth of
rutting. Unacceptable pavement condition does
not mean the road is impassable. It means that
drivers must reduce speeds to compensate for less
than desirable driving conditions, navigate around
potholes, or endure rough rides. Figure 7-7 shows the
breakdown of pavement conditions in the Capital
Region. Approximately 60% of the all roadways are in
poor or fair condition.

Figure 7-7: Pavement Conditions in CRPC MPO Region

Louisiana ranks fourth in the nation in bridge
surface area, with more than 15.4 million square
feet of bridge deck. However, the Federal Highway
Administration and LADOTD have classified almost
29% of the state’s 13,361 bridges as either structurally
deficient or functionally obsolete. The state ranks in the Figure 7-8: Bridges by Condition in the CRPC MPO region
bottom third in federal funding for bridge maintenance,
repair and replacement. The FHWA requires inspections
at least once every 24 months of all publicly owned bridges and culverts on public roads that measure longer than 20 feet
by 2 feet.
Based on data obtained from LADOTD, the five-parish CRPC MPO region has a total of 1,158 publicly owned bridges.
Only 334 of the 1,158 bridges are in good condition and do not require any repair. The remaining bridges are classified as
Qualified for Replacement or Rehabilitation, Structurally Deficient, or Functionally Obsolete and in need of varying levels
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7.2 | Strategies to Address Roadway Needs
The current roadway infrastructure conditions in the Capital Region can be summarized as follows:
•
•
•

CRPC MPO region has an inadequate number of arterial roadway miles when compared the FHWA standards;
Peak hour congestion increased four times faster than population growth from 1995 and 2014. An average,
acommuter spends an extra $2,466 annually in safety, vehicle operation, and congestion costs;
54% of roadway pavement and 71% of bridges need improvement.

Projected 25-year growth detailed in Chapter 6 will further exacerbate congestion, safety, and deterioration issues. It
is important to identify and implement strategies in a timely manner to reduce further deterioration of transportation
infrastructure. Section 7.2 discusses various strategies that could be used to improve infrastructure performance and
condition.

Management and Operations (M&O)
Historical infrastructure investments have lagged behind need. This trend will continue unless major policy decisions
are made to substantially increase transportation funding. Transportation Systems Management and Operations (TSMO)
strategies are cost-effective alternatives to high dollar capacity improvements. TSMO strategies optimize the performance
of existing infrastructure. The improvement in system performance is achieved through the implementation of multimodal
and intermodal, cross-jurisdictional systems, services, and projects designed to preserve capacity while improving the
security, safety, and reliability of the transportation system. Following are few of the TSMO strategies:

Travel Demand Management (TDM)
Transportation demand management (TDM) refers to strategies which reduce the demand for roadway travel, particularly
in single occupancy vehicles. These strategies address a wide range of externalities associated with driving, including
congestion, poor air quality, less livable communities, reduced public health, dependence on oil, reduced environmental
health, climate change, and GHG emissions. Some TDM strategies reduce total travel demand, while others reduce peak
period demand and may disproportionately contribute to these externalities. Following are few TDM strategies:
Increasing the number of high-occupancy vehicle (HOV) trips by promoting carpooling, vanpooling, shuttle buses to major
employment centers, etc.;
•
•
•
•
•

Promoting flex-time work schedules with employers to reduce congestion at peak times;
Promoting efforts to allow employees to telecommute when possible;
Establishing Park-and-Ride facilities and high efficiency ferries;
Providing a community education program on the costs and benefits of high-occupancy trips and options available to
the public;
Promoting and implementing strategies to encourage alternative transportation modes such as public transit, biking,
and walking. Chapters 9 and 10 provide an in-depth review of transit, and pedestrian and bicycle facilities in the
regional plan.

CRPC in coordination with LADOTD initiated a three-year TDM project branded as “Commuter Krewe of Louisiana”
to implement all the above congestion reduction strategies. The details about this project can be found at (www.
commuterkrewe.la).
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Congestion/Road Pricing
Economic theory suggests that driving is underpriced, and that current costs do not cover its significant externalities and
it is thus “overconsumed.” Road pricing is a market-based strategy that internalizes the costs of these externalities and
facilitates reductions in total VMT or driving during peak congestion periods. Following are few of the congestion pricing
mechanisms:
Toll Roads: Drivers pay to enter the toll roads which have less/no congestion;
High-Occupancy Toll (HOT) Lanes: Single Occupancy Vehicle (SOV) drivers can pay to enter High-Occupancy Vehicle
(HOV) lanes;
Cordon Tolls: Drivers pay to enter a fixed area, such as the CBD; and
Distance-Based Pricing: Drivers pay by the mile driven.

Traffic Operational Improvements
Traffic operational improvements increase efficiencies within the roadway network; it is anticipated these will include:
•
•

•

•
•
•

Signal Improvements (including new traffic signals), Signal Synchronization, and Signal Interconnect;
Access Management (driveway consolidation, driveway spacing/design, left-turn restrictions, elimination of on-street
parking, intersection/signal spacing, frontage roads, turn lanes, roadway modification [geometry, medians, sight
distance]);
One-way/Reversible Streets (streets that are modified from two-way to one-way, which modifies roadway capacity
during peak hours by changing a non-peak direction to a peak direction to increase the number of lanes in the peak
direction);
Intersection Improvements;
Improvements to Traffic Control (regulatory signs, warning signs, informational signs to limit driver confusion);
Turn Prohibitions (limit conflicting movements in peak hours; make pedestrian crossings safer).

Intelligent Transportation System (ITS)
ITS improves transportation safety and mobility, and enhances productivity through the use of advanced information and
communications technologies. ITS encompasses a broad range of wireless and wired communications-based information
and electronics technologies. When integrated into the transportation system’s infrastructure and vehicles themselves,
these technologies relieve congestion, improve safety and enhance American productivity. The regional ITS Architecture
found at (http://crpcla.org/s/CRMPO_ITSArch_Final_March2015_sm.pdf) provides guidance on efficient integration of ITS
systems in the Capital Region. Intelligent infrastructure and vehicles are two components of ITS. Following are a some of
the intelligent infrastructure applications:
Freeway Management: Ramp Metering, Reversible Flow Lanes, HOV/HOT facilities are some of the applications that could
be used for effective management of free facilities in a manner that provides users with a safe, efficient, and reliable trip. A
detailed list of arterial management applications can be (http://www.itsoverview.its.dot.gov/AM.asp).
Arterial Management: Adaptive Signal Control, Advanced Signal Systems, Variable Speed Limits are some of the
applications that could be used for effective management of arterial facilities in a manner that provides users with a safe,
efficient, and reliable trip. A detailed list of arterial management applications can be (http://www.itsoverview.its.dot.gov/
FM.asp).
Advanced Traveler Information System (ATIS): ATIS is designed to provide transportation system users with the
information they need to choose the safest and most efficient mode and route of travel.
Traffic Incident Management (TIM): Incident management is defined as verifying, responding to, and clearing traffic
incidents in a manner that provides transportation system users with the least disruption.
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Other intelligent infrastructure applications include, Crash Prevention & Safety, Road Weather Management, Transit
Management, Electronic Payment & Pricing, Commercial, and Vehicle Operations etc.
Intelligent Vehicles is an emerging and transformational component of ITS. Applications such as Collison Avoidance,
Driver Assistance, and Collision Notification have been in existence for over a decade. Connected & Autonomous Vehicle
(CAV) technology is transforming the automobile industry. Automakers are becoming mobility service providers as
consumers are moving away from vehicle ownership. Electric vehicles are set to become the norm and autonomous
vehicles are already racking up test miles.

Figure 7-9: Autonomous Vehicles Illustration
This represents both an important challenge and opportunity for cities and metro areas. AV technology promises many
benefits which include reduction in traffic deaths, increased mobility for the disabled and seniors, reduced congestion,
and enhanced connectivity for all citizens. Cities have a unique opportunity to be proactive and engage in smart planning
for AVs, while shaping the policy around AVs to ensure benefits are fully realized. Such planning includes sensitive issues
like privacy, cyber security, land use, enforcement, regulation, technology requirements, and municipal capacities in future
infrastructure planning.

Congestion Management Process
A congestion management process (CMP) is a systematic and regionally-accepted approach for managing congestion
that provides accurate, up-to-date information on transportation system performance. The process also assesses the
effectiveness of deploying the alternative strategies described above for congestion management to meet State and local
needs. CRPC MPO developed a CMP in 2010 which was later modified in 2013. CRPC is in the process of updating the CMP.
Figure 7-10 shows the elements involved in development of CMP. Since the last update in 2013, CRPC has procured GPS
based speed data and analysis tools to accurately identify congestion hot spots and monitor performance of the Capital
Region roadways. The basic functionalities of the analysis tool are also available to the at (CRPC website at http://crpcla.
org/move2042/).
CRPC utilized input from the stakeholder and public meetings conducted as part of the MOVE 2042 planning process
to develop regional congestion objectives, goals, and performance measures. These are described in Chapter 3 of this
plan. Recurring and non-recurring congestion analysis has been completed utilizing to 2014 and 2015, 15-minute interval
speed data. The analysis results can be viewed with the MOVE 2042 appendices on CRPC website at (http://crpcla.org/
move2042/).
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Figure 7-10: Elements of Congestion Management Process
CRPC will be concluding the regional traffic counting project during early 2018 which will provide traffic volume and
vehicle classification data on various functionally classified roadways in the Capital Region. The congestion analysis will
further be refined utilizing this data.
CRPC will work with a sub-committee the MPO TAC to review the congestion analysis results and develop strategies to
effectively address regional congestion issues.

Roadway and Bridge Preservation and Rehabilitation
The following is essential to maintain an effective pavement and asset management system for improving quality of the
road network in the Capital Region.
Inspection and Data Collection
The frequency of pavement inspections depends upon available resources and the condition of existing pavement. The
LADOTD currently collects pavement data annually for National Highway System (NHS) and biannually for State Highway
System (SHS). Similar or comparable schedule should be in place for local roads, which means that the frequency of
collecting local road network data should be every 3-4 years. An accurate pavement inventory data will help officials
program limited funding effectively.
Data Driven Needs Analysis
Spending $1 today on pavement maintenance can avoid the need to spend $2 in five years, or almost $4 in ten years. Costs
escalate rapidly because pavement quickly deteriorats if not maintained on a regular basis. Using a data driven analysis
to program timely and appropriate cost-effective treatments will help improve the quality of the infrastructure and avoid
incurring unnecessary costs in the future.
Inspection Reports
Inspection reports provided by the districts or municipalities are essential sources of information on pavement condition.
All reports should be collected and included within the pavement or the asset management database to be utilized in the
funding prioritization and decision-making process.
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Life Cycle Cost Analysis (LCCA)
LCCA helps identify the best ways to use a limited transportation and maintenance budget. An asset’s true cost is more
than just the initial purchase price. With LCCA, agencies can understand how much an asset really costs to own and
operate. It factors all of the additional costs to reveal the optimal maintenance needs to minimize investment, maximize
profitability and limit an asset’s total cost of ownership.
Funding and Programming
Transportation Asset and Pavement Management Programs (TAMP) will only work effectively if appropriate financial
resources are allocated to the program. Having adequate, dedicated, and reliable federal, state, and local funds will
help implement cost effective and timely preventive maintenance measures. MOVE 2042 gives funding priority to system
preservation and allocates a sizeable portion of available revenues towards preventive maintenance.

Roadway Capacity Improvements
Roadway capacity improvements were identified based on forecasted capacity deficiencies in the year 2042. These
projects are classified in two ways: committed projects (see section 5.2) for which funding has been allocated due to
inclusion in the fiscal years 2018 to 2022 TIP; and recommended long-range roadway capacity improvement projects. This
section describes the process used to develop, analyze, and prioritize a list of potential capacity improvement projects for
inclusion in the financially constrained plan.
Identifying Test Projects
Transportation needs identified at stakeholder and public meetings were used to generate an initial list of capacity
projects. Most projects identified were in line with suggestions and recommendations from past plans. Figure 7-11
illustrates projects identified at the stakeholder and public meetings.
The next step was to develop cost estimates for all the identified test projects. The typical construction cost estimates are
shown in Table 7-2.
Table 7-2: Typical Project Cost by Improvement Type (2015 Dollars)

Improvement Type

Avg. Cost (Millions)

Unit

Interstate Widening
New 4 Lane Arterial
New 2 Lane Arterial
Arterial Widening
Center Turn Lane
Reconstruction 2 Lane
Reconstruction 4 Lane
Overlay
New Interchange
Interchange Improvement
Intersection Improvement

$9.2
$2.45
$1.63
$2.49
$4.68
$0.86
$0.99
$0.61
$24.61
$2.21
$1.13

Per Lane Per Mile
Per Lane Per Mile
Per lane Per Mile
Per Lane Per Mile
Mile
Per Lane Per Mile
Per Lane Per Mile
Mile
Each
Each
Each

Source: LADOTD Historic Project Lettings 1996-2015, CRPC 2015
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The initial list consisted of over 200 unique projects, with a total cost of about $8 billion. Based on the funding projections
in section 7.3, total anticipated funding for all projects is $2.22 billion. Setting aside portions of the projected funding
for non-capacity improvements, such as safety, intersection, bicycle/pedestrian, preventive maintenance, operations
etc., further reduces funding available for capacity projects. In fact, capacity enhancement project needs identified by
stakeholders and at public meetings would cost 5 to 6 times the funding expected for the duration of this plan. Large
capacity (mega) projects, such as a new Mississippi River Bridge, north/south bypass, and Baton Rouge Urban Mobility
Project (BUMP) would cost close to $1 billion dollars individually and each would use a significant amount of the total
projected funds for the 25 years of the MOVE 2042 plan. While there is great need for such projects, implementing them
with limited regular recurring funds is not recommended, as this would leave little or no funding for non-capacity
improvements such as safety, intersection, pavement and bridge maintenance, operations, and non-motorized projects.
A cursory review, (considering factors such as constructability, regional impact, and project costs), was conducted to trim
the list of capacity projects. The projects were further categorized into three scenarios: “3C Process”, “DOTD Input”, and
“Comprehensive” for ease of comparison.
3C Process: The Federal-Aid Act requires that the planning process used to develop long range plans must be
cooperative, continuing and comprehensive (3C Process). The projects identified in this scenario represent a
continuation of the previous, MTP 2037, planning process. Some of the major projects in this scenario are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

I-10 Rehab/Widening – Iberville Parish Line to LA 1
I-10 Widening – LA 73 to LA 22
LA 1 – LA 415 Connector,
Hooper Rd. Extension
Airline Hwy Widening – North of Florida to I -110 and South of Cedar Crest to LA 44
Juban Road, 4H Club, LA 447 (Walker Rd South), Hooper Road Widening etc.

DOTD Input: CRPC staff had a series of consultations with DOTD on the vision for the Capital Region. The mix of projects in
this scenario reflected input from DOTD. Major projects in this scenario include:
•
•
•
•

I-10 Widening/Rehab – Iberville Parish Line to I-10/I-12 Split
I-10 Widening – LA 73 to LA 22
LA 30 Widening Burbank/Gourrier in East Baton Rouge Parish to Airline Hwy in Ascension Parish
Juban, 4H Club, LA 447 (Walker Rd South), Hooper, LA 1, LA 22/LA 70, Wax Rd Widening etc.

Comprehensive: It is important to consider changing regional needs and priorities as part of the planning process.
This scenario combines elements of the first two scenarios while incorporating the new regional priorities expressed at
stakeholder and public meetings. I-10 Rehab/Widening – Iberville Parish Line to LA 1
•
•
•
•
•

I-10 Widening – LA 73 to LA 22
LA 1 – LA 415 Connector
Airline Hwy Widening – North of Florida to I -110,
LA 30 Widening Burbank/Gourrier in East Baton Rouge Parish to Airline Hwy in Ascension Parish
Juban Road, 4H Club, LA 447 (Walker Rd South), Hooper, LA 22/LA 70, Wax Road Widening etc.
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Figure 7-11: Map of Capacity Project Needs Identified at Stakeholder and Public Meetings
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Project Prioritization Methodology
Project merit is used to prioritize projects. The following methodology is used to prioritize and further eliminate projects
from each of the three scenarios to achieve fiscal constraint. The result the final project list scenarios which were
presented to the TPC for their review.
Figure 7-12 gives a breakdown of project scoring criteria and weight. The criteria was derived from public input.
Congestion Reduction (Benefit Vs. Cost): This criterion prioritizes projects with travel time benefits exceeding
construction costs. Projects with higher annual dollars totals in reduced delay relative to project cost received higher
points. Maximum points are awarded if a project is included in the MPO’s Congestion Management Plan (CMP).
Improve Safety: This criterion prioritizes projects built at or near high crash locations and other unsafe areas. Qualitative
assessment are utilized based on crash data, bridge conditions, and engineering analysis.

Figure 7-12: Breakdown of Project Scoring Criteria
Walking and Biking: This criterion prioritizes projects which improve bicycle and pedestrian conditions.
Better Freight Mobility: This criterion encourages projects that benefit movement of both people and goods. Type of
roadway (functional classification) and estimated reduction in truck delay determine the points received by a project.
Air Quality and Environment: This criterion discourages projects that have negative and costly environmental impacts.
Projects in proximity to community or natural resources, such as historic sites, recreational areas, churches, cemeteries,
preserves, etc. were given lower scores.
Plan Consistency: This criterion encourages projects that have been vetted in locally-adopted plans or existing studies or
plans.
Potential Impact to Minority and Low-income Population: This criterion emphasizes avoiding projects that
disproportionately and adversely impact Environmental Justice (EJ) groups. Projects that cross through EJ areas and
are supported by the affected community received maximum points. Projects are scored based on percentage of EJ
population along the project route. The higher the percentage, the lower the points awarded.

7.3 | Financial Analysis

Federal regulations require that the adopted MTP must be “fiscally constrained,” meaning that the cost of projects
included in the MTP cannot exceed the anticipated funding for the region. This section presents a financial analysis of
funding resources that Capital Region expects to receive to fund the highway projects in the plan.
Implementation of a financially constrained plan involves several sources of funding the local, state, and federal levels.
Since many improvement projects are located on the state and Federal Highway System, substantial financial assistance
can be obtained through funding programs of the LADOTD and the FHWA.
The following section describes state and federal funding sources as well as several local programs that can be used to
fund transportation projects.
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Potential Federal and State Funding Sources
The primary source of federal and state transportation funding is the gasoline
tax. In the state of Louisiana, every driver pays 38.4 cents on every gallon at the
pump. Figure 7-13 shows the breakdown of gas tax between federal and state
transportation trust funds. Federal transportation trust funds are appropriated
to the state through federal laws.
The Fixing America’s Surface Transportation (FAST) Act is the current funding
and authorization bill that governs federal surface transportation spending.
FAST authorizes the Federal Surface Transportation Programs for highways,
highway safety, and transit for the five-year period 2016-2020. FAST builds
on the firm foundation of previous landmark bills that brought surface
transportation into the 21stcentury – the Intermodal Surface Transportation
Efficiency Act of 1991 (ISTEA), the Transportation Equity Act for the 21st
Century (TEA 21), the Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation
Equity Act – Legacy for Users(SAFETEA-LU), and Moving Ahead for Progress
in the 21st Century (MAP-21). FAST provides total highway funding of $207
billion nationally, for the five- year period. During this five-year period, the
state is expected to receive about $3.7 billion. The legislation includes several
categories of funding. These categories are:

Figure 7-13: Gas Tax Illustration

Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act – Legacy for Users(SAFETEA-LU), and Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st
Century (MAP-21). FAST provides total highway funding of $207 billion nationally, for the five- year period. During this

Figure 7-14: FAST Act Funding Breakdown by Source Type
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National Highway Performance Program (NHPP)
The NHPP provides support to maintain the condition and performance of the National Highway System (NHS). This
includes construction of new facilities on the NHS, and ensuring that investments of Federal-aid funds in highway
construction are directed to support progress toward achievement of performance targets established in a State’s asset
management plan for the NHS. The FAST Act continues all prior NHPP eligibilities, and adds four new eligible categories:
•
•
•
•

Installation of vehicle-to-infrastructure communication equipment;
Reconstruction, resurfacing, restoration, rehabilitation, or preservation of a bridge on a non-NHS Federal-aid highway
(if Interstate System and NHS Bridge Condition provision requirements are satisfied);
A project to reduce risk of failure of critical NHS infrastructure (defined to mean a facility, the incapacity or failure of
which would have a debilitating impact in certain specified areas); and
At a State’s request, the U.S. DOT may use the State’s STBG funding to pay the subsidy and administrative costs for
TIFIA credit assistance for an eligible NHPP project or group of projects.

Surface Transportation Block Grant Program (STBG)
The FAST Act converts the long-standing Surface Transportation Program (STP) into the STBG Block Grant Program,
acknowledging that this program has the most flexible eligibility requirements of all Federal-aid highway programs. The
STBG promotes flexibility in State and local transportation decisions to provide funding to best address State and local
needs. These funds can be used for any road, including the NHS, which is not functionally classified as a local road or rural
minor collector.
Set-asides
The following are to be set aside from a State’s STBG apportionment:
•

•
•

Funding for Transportation Alternatives (TA). Projects such as the bicycle and pedestrian facilities, recreational trails,
safe routes to school projects, community improvements such as historic preservation and vegetation management,
and environmental mitigation related to storm water and habitat connectivity are eligible projects;
2% for State Planning and Research (SPR);
Funding for bridges not on Federal-aid highways also known as off-system bridges;

Sub-allocation
A percentage of a State’s STBG apportionment (after set-asides) is to be sub-allocated into the following categories, based
on their relative shares of State’s population.
•
•
•

Urbanized areas with population greater than 200,000 (STBG>200K);
Areas with population between 5000 and 200,000 (STBG<200K);
Areas with population 5000 or less (STBG <5K);

Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ)
CMAQ funding is available to reduce congestion and improve air quality in areas that do not meet the National Ambient Air
Quality Standards for ozone, carbon monoxide, or particulate matter (nonattainment areas) and for former nonattainment
areas that are now in compliance (maintenance areas).
Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP)
The purpose of HSIP is to achieve a significant reduction in traffic fatalities and serious injuries on all public roads,
including non-State-owned public roads and roads on tribal lands. The HSIP requires a data-driven, strategic approach
that focuses on performance to improving highway safety on all public roads.
Railway-Highway Crossings Program (RHCP)
This program provides funds for safety improvements to reduce the number of fatalities, injuries, and crashes at public
railway-highway grade crossings
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Metropolitan Planning (MPO)
This program is to develops a cooperative, continuous, and comprehensive framework for making transportation
investment decisions in metropolitan areas. Program oversight is a joint Federal Highway Administration/Federal Transit
Administration responsibility.
Potential Local Funding Sources
Any costs not covered by federal and state programs is the responsibility of the local governmental jurisdictions. Local
funding can come from a variety of sources including property taxes, sales taxes, user fees, special assessments, and
impact fees.
Property Taxes
Property taxation has historically been the primary source of revenue for local governments in the United States, and
accounts for over 80 percent of all local tax revenues. Property is not subject to Federal government taxation, and state
governments have, in recent years, shown an increasing willingness to leave this important source of funding to local
jurisdictions.
General Sales Taxes
The general sales tax is also an important revenue source for local governments. The most commonly known form of
general sales tax is the retail sales tax. The retail sales tax is imposed on a wide range of commodities, and is usually a
uniform percentage of the selling price.
User Fees
User fees are collected from those who utilize a service or facility. Fees are collected to pay for the cost of a facility, finance
the cost of operations, and/or generate revenue for other uses. User fees are commonly charged for public parks, water
and sewer services, transit systems, and solid waste facilities. The theory behind the user fee is that those who directly
benefit from these public services pay for the costs.
Special Assessments
Special assessment is a method of generating funds for public improvements, whereby the cost of a public improvement
is collected from those who directly benefit from the improvement. In many instances, new streets are financed by special
assessment. The owners of property located adjacent to the new streets are assessed a portion of the cost of the new
streets, based on the amount of frontage they own along the new streets.
Special assessments have also been used to generate funds for general improvements within special districts, such as
central business districts. In some cases, these assessments may be paid over a period of time, rather than as a lump sum
payment.
Impact Fees
Since new developments create increased traffic volumes on the streets around them, development impact fees attempt
to place a portion of the burden of funding improvements on developers who are creating or adding to the need for
improvements.
Bond Issues
Property tax and sales tax funds can be used on a pay-as-you-go basis, or the revenues from them can be used to pay off
general obligation or revenue bonds. These bonds are issued by local governments upon approval of the voting public.
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Historical Funding for Street and Highway Projects
An analysis of historical funding was conducted in order to determine the financial feasibility of implementing a program
of projects in the MTP. A database of project lettings in the Capital Region from 1996 through 2015 was obtained from the
LADOTD. This contained all sources of state and federal funding and both recurring and non-recurring funds. To estimate
expected future revenues, non-recurring funds were excluded from each year’s total historical revenue.
The projects were then grouped by year. To estimate the cost of historical projects in 2015 dollars, an average annual
Consumer Price Index (CPI) factor was calculated, using the historical South Urban areas CPI factors shown in Table 7-3.
Table 7-3: Historical State and Federal Funding (1996 – 2015) for Highway Projects

Year

Real Dollars

CPI Factor

2015 Dollars

1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
Total

18,244,677
46,540,504
25,795,370
57,530,764
64,053,453
48,045,943
43,228,017
92,302,055
52,939,128
46,104,346
89,775,308
79,105,574
49,282,596
62,296,989
49,741,613
100,460,138
128,609,134
94,976,341
59,517,921
95,580,837
1,304,130,709

1.498
1.467
1.448
1.421
1.376
1.345
1.328
1.298
1.266
1.222
1.182
1.149
1.103
1.107
1.089
1.053
1.031
1.015
0.998
1.000

27,336,964
68,267,415
37,361,403
81,731,684
88,168,123
64,626,708
57,407,953
119,814,107
67,017,500
56,350,382
106,119,763
90,865,541
54,352,057
68,981,525
54,168,598
105,757,986
132,587,086
96,420,467
59,413,368
95,580,837
1,532,329,468

Forecasting Revenues
In the last 20 years, contracts totaling an average of $76 million per year in 2015 dollars have been let for construction and
maintenance of the transportation infrastructure in the Capital Region. An inflation factor of 1 percent per year was then
applied to the $76 million to forecast annual availability of funds through 2042. Total available state and Federal funds
forecast over the life of the Financially Constrained Plan will be approximately $2.22 billion.
The annual amounts were then aggregated to the three MTP time periods, resulting in the following levels (Table 7-4) of
state and federal funding available at each Stage.
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Table 7-4: MOVE 2042 Highway Funding Projection

Stage I (2018-2022)
Stage II (2023-2032)
Stage III (2033-2042)
Total

$401,207,534
$864,855,869
$955,338,928
$2,221,402,331

7.4 | Staged Improvement Program
The next step was to develop a staged improvement program of fiscally constrained projects. . The five MPO parishes in
the Capital Region are classified as maintenance areas, based on the 2008 8-hour ozone standard. This status triggers
the requirement that the fiscally constrained staged improvement program also meet the air quality requirements set
forward by the Clean Air Act.

Applying Fiscal Constraint
The three scenarios for staged improvement projects described in section 7.2.3 were each evaluated based on the project
development criteria described earlier. For projects included in Stage II and Stage III of the Plan, typical cost for each
project calculated in section 7.2 was augmented by an annual rate of 1.0 percent to account for inflation. Since it is not
possible to predict exactly which year a project will be constructed, the inflation value is calculated at the mid-point of the
stage used, with a rate of 1.13 for Stage II, and a rate of 1.25 for Stage III. An estimate of probable cost for each project was
calculated by multiplying the cost in 2015 dollars with the stage specific inflation values. Projects were eliminated until
each scenario was reasonably fiscally constrained.
Table 7-5: Financial Constraint Test Summary
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Effectiveness of Fically-Constrained Projects
The next step was to model the three scenarios and compare the benefits of each. The three scenarios of projects were
modeled and compared against a no-build scenario in the year 2042 to estimate the benefits of each project mix.
The three scenarios of projects and their respective benefits were presented at the Joint TAC/TPC meeting on Thursday,
November 16, 2017. Committee members were asked to review the scenario exhibits and identify their preferred scenario
for running air quality emissions analysis. The Comprehensive scenario was the one most preferred and recommended to
proceed to air quality conformity analysis.
Table 7-6: Comparison of the benefits of three project scenarios

Figure 7-15: TAC/TPC Members Reviewing the Project Scenarios Exhibits

Applying Air Quality Conformity Test
The preferred scenario staged improvement projects (2022, 2032, and 2042) were tested for air quality conformity. Analysis
was also performed for 2027, the year the Motor Vehicle Emission Budget (MVEB) was determined in attainment in
Louisiana’s State Implementation Plan (SIP). Details of the air quality analysis process can be found in the appendices on
(http://crpc.ms2cloud.com/tdms.ui/ttds/dashboard/index?loc=Crpc)wwwww). The results from the conformity analysis
are shown in Figure 7-16.
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Figure 7-16: Air Quality Conformity Analysis Results for Comprehensive Scenario
The comprehensive scenario staged improvement projects met both fiscally constraint and air quality constraint tests.

Staged Improvement Projects
This section displays the final highway projects and maps by MOVE 2042 stages listed below:
•
•
•

STAGE I (2018 - 2022)
STAGE II (2023 – 2032)
STAGE III (2033 -2042)

Table 7-7 lists all the planned capacity projects by MOVE 2042 stage and Figure 7-17 shows the map of all the projects
listed in table 7-7.
Stage I (2018 – 2022)
Stage I includes planned improvement in the years 2018 to 2022. The planned improvements in Stage I are projected
to cost $581 million and will be funded with local, state, and federal funds. Of the total Stage I cost, about $180 million
represents non-recurring state and local funds. The remaining $401 million is recurring federal and state funds of which
$261 million is allocated for capacity projects. $140 million is set aside for line item projects which consists of intersection
improvements, bridge replacements, roundabouts, roadway preservation, enhancements, ITS, and safety projects.
Figure 7-18 shows the level of service of Capital Region roadways in 2022 after the committed and Stage I projects are
implemented.
Stage II (2023 – 2032)
Stage II includes improvement in the years 2023 to 2032. The planned improvements in Stage II are projected to cost $912
million and will be funded with local, state, and federal funds. Of the total Stage II cost, about $47 million involves nonrecurring state and local funds. The remaining $865 million is recurring federal and state funds of which $617 million is
allocated for capacity projects. $248 million is set aside for line item projects which consists of intersection improvements,
bridge replacements, roundabouts, roadway preservation, enhancements, ITS, and safety projects. Figure 7-19 shows the
level of service of Capital Region roadways in 2032 after the committed and Stage I and Stage II projects are implemented.
Stage III (2033 – 2042)
Stage III includes improvement in the years 2033 to 2042. The planned improvements in Stage III are projected to cost
$980 million and will be funded with local, state, and federal funds. Of the total Stage III cost, about $24 million involves
non-recurring state and local funds. The remaining $956 million is recurring federal and state funds of which $504
million is allocated for capacity projects. $452 million is set aside for line item projects which consists of intersection
improvements, bridge replacements, roundabouts, roadway preservation, enhancements, ITS, and safety projects. Figure
7-20 shows the level of service of Capital Region roadways in 2042 after the committed and Stage I through Stage III
projects are implemented.
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Table 7-7: List of MOVE 2042 Planned Capacity Projects by Stage Years
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Table 7-7: continued
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Table 7-7: continued
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Line Items Funding Breakdown
Line items are low cost non-capacity projects such that are not regionally significant. Table 7.8 shows the high-level line items categories and
breakdown of the funds by MOVE 2042 stage.

Table 7-8: MOVE 2042 Line Item Project Categories
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Figure 7-17: Map of the MOVE 2042 Planned Capacity Projects by Stage
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Figure 7-18: Level of Service Map 2022
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Figure 7-19: Level of Service Map 2032
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Figure 7-20: Level of Service Map 2042
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7.5 | Vision Plan and Strategies
The previous sections have addressed Stages I, II, and III’s transportation improvements with identified funding sources.
However, many other improvements are needed to solve transportation issues in the Capital Region. The Vision Plan
identifies needed albeit unfunded transportation improvements.
The funded improvements represent the best combination of projects within limited available funding to address existing
transportation deficiencies. The remaining unfunded transportation improvements are no less important or effective,
they simply cannot be accommodated within the financially constrained budget. The estimated cost, in 2015 dollars, to
implement these additional projects is $6.7 billion.

Unfunded Projects
Delayed funding for a transportation improvement project may be due to the project’s size, cost, design complexity,
acquisition difficulties, jurisdictional concerns, and/or environmental concerns. A project may be delayed because its
efficiency is contingent upon other projects being completed. The remaining unfunded transportation improvements are
included in the Vision Plan to keep a record of future needs.
These improvements are reviewed annually to determine if adjustments are needed. A list of unfunded capacity projects
is shown in Table 7-8. Funding and implementing the Vision Plan would have a tremendous impact on the transportation
network of the region.
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Table 7-9: Unfunded Capacity Project Needs

Project Name
Antonio Ln to Quarter Horse Ln
Ardenwood - Lobdell Connector (BRCC)
ASC - LIV Pkwy
Baker Blvd
Bluff - LA 73 Connector
Brightside Dr
Buddy Ellis Rd
BUMP
Burgess Rd
Cannon Rd
Cannon Rd Extension
College Dr
College Dr
Commercial Dr Ext
Coursey Blvd
Dalrymple Dr
Donaldsonville Bypass
Florida Blvd
Florida Blvd Couplet
Florida Blvd Expressway
Forest Delatte Rd
Frenchtown
Frost Rd
Gourrier Ave
Harding Rd
Henry/West Rd Ext
Highland Rd
Capital Region Planning Commission
January 2018

Project Description
New 2 Lane Roadway
Connector Rd
New 4 Ln Expressway W/Interchange at
I-12
Widen to 4 Lanes
New 2 Ln Roadway
Widen to 5 Lanes
Widen to 4 Lanes

Project Location
Antonio Ln to Quarter Horse Ln
Ardenwood to Lobdell Connector
Airline Hwy to I-12

Widen to 4 Lanes
Widening to 4 Lanes
New 4 Lane Roadway
Widen to 6 Lanes
Widen to 6 Lanes
New 2 Lane Roadway
Widen to 6 Lanes
Widen to 4 Lanes
New 2 Ln Roadway
Widening to 4 Lanes

Lockhart Rd to Arnold Rd
LA 44 - LA 431
N. Burnside Ave - Airline Hwy
Perkins Rd to I-10
I-10 to Foster Dr
Lobdell Hwy to Rosedale Rd
Airline Hwy to O'Neal Ln
Highland Rd to I-10
Donaldsonville Bypass
Juban - LIV P/L
N. 19th St - Foster
I-12 to Airline Hwy
Pete's Hwy to Juban Rd
Central Thruway to Greenwell Springs
Florida Blvd - LA 444
Nicholson Dr to River Rd
Scenic Hwy - I-110
Tillotson/Alkens Rd - Joe Sevario Rd
Perkins Rd to Seigen Ln

Widen to 4 Lanes and Realignment
Capacity Improvements
Widening to 4 Lanes
Widen to 4 Lanes
Widening to 6 Lanes
New 2 Ln Roadway
Widen to 4 Lanes

Main St to McHugh Rd
Bluff Rd to LA 73
Nicholson Dr to River Rd
Juban Rd to Walker South Rd
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Table 7-9: continued

Project Name
Highland Rd
Highland Rd
Highland Rd
Hoo Shoo Too Rd
I - 10 and I-12 Connector
I-10

Project Description
Widen to 4 Lanes
Widen to 4 Lanes
Widen to 4 Lanes
Capacity Improvements
New roadway
Widen to 8 Lanes

I-10
I-10
I-10 - LA 70 Connector
I-10 Frontage Roads
I-10 to US 190 (WBR)
I-12
I-12 Frontage Rd (LIV)
Industrial Access Corridor
Joe Sevario Rd
Juban Rd Ext
Kenilworth Pkwy Ext North
LA 1
LA 1
LA 1
LA 1
LA 1
LA 1024 - LA 1019 Connector
LA 1025
LA 1026 (Lockhart Rd)
LA 1032 (4-H Club Rd)
LA 1032 (4-H Club Rd)

Widen to 8 Lanes
Widen to 6 Lanes
New 2 Ln Roadway W/Interchange
New Frontage Rd along I-10`
New 4 Lane Roadway and Interchange
Widen to 6 Lanes
New 2 Lane Roadway
New 4 Lane Roadway
Widening
New 4 Lane Roadway
New 2 Lane with RR underpass
Widen to 6 Lanes
Widen to 6 Lanes
Widening to 4 Lanes
Widening to 4 Lanes
Widening to 4 Lanes
New 2 Ln Roadway
Widening to 4 Lanes
Widen to 4 Lanes
New Interchange
Widen to 4 Lanes
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Project Location
Seigen Ln to Staring Ln
Staring Ln to Lee Ave
Lee Ave to Chimes St
Jefferson to Montrachet Dr
Pecue to Juban Via Tiger Bend Ext
Mississippi River Bridge to I-10 / I-12
Split
LA 1 to I-110 (Mississippi River Bridge)
Study Area Boundary to LA 1
LA 70 10 I-10
LA 73 to LA 22
I-10 to US 190
Satsuma to LA 63
Juban Rd to Walker South Rd
LA 30 to LA 942
LA 42 - LA 30
Florida Ave to Lockhart Rd
Perkins Rd to Hennessy Blvd
Lukeville Ln to I-10
Lukeville Ln to Study Area Boundary
US 190 - I-10
White Castle - Donaldsonvile
IBER P/L - LA 69
LA 1024 to LA 19
N Range - Walker Rd N
Range Ave to Burgess Ave
I-12
I-12 to Hillon Hood Rd
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Table 7-9: continued

Project Name
LA 1032 (4-H Club Rd)
LA 1148
LA 1248 (Bluebonnet Blvd)
LA 16
LA 16
LA 16
LA 16
LA 22
LA 3089
LA 3120
LA 3120
LA 3246 (Siegen Ln)
LA 327 (River Rd)
LA 37 (Greenwell Springs Rd)
LA 37 (Greenwell Springs Rd)
LA 37 (Greenwell Springs Rd)
LA 405
LA 408 (Hooper Rd)
LA 408 Ext (Hooper Rd)
LA 42
LA 42 (Burbank Dr)
LA 427 (Acadian Thwy) / Stanfo
LA 427 (Perkins Rd)
LA 429 (Cornerview) Extension/Connector
LA 431

Project Description
Widen to 4 Lanes
Widening to 4 Lanes
Widen to 6 Lanes
Widen to 4 Lanes
Widen to 4 Lanes
Widen to 4 Lanes
Widen to 4 Lanes
Widen to 4 Lanes
Widening to 4 Lanes
Widening to 4 Lanes
Widening to 4 Lanes
Widen to 6 Lanes
Widen to 4 Lanes
Widen to 6 Lanes
Widen to 6 Lanes
Widen to 6 Lanes
Widening to 4 Lanes
Widen to 4 Lanes
New 4 Lane Roadway / Bridge
Widen to 4 Lanes
Widen to 6 Lanes
Widen to 6 Lanes
Widen to 6 Lanes
New 2 Ln Roadway
Widen to 4 Lanes

LA 431 - Churchpoint Connector
LA 431 (Brittany-Port Vincent

New 2 Ln Roadway
Widen to 4 Lanes
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Hillon Hood Rd to LA 16
P/L - LA 1
Highland Rd to Airline Hwy
LA 444 to LA 42
4-H Club Rd to LA 42 (Port Vincent)
LA 42 (Port Vincent) to LA 42
LA 1019 to LA 63
Weber City Rd to LA 16
Donaldsonville - 6th Ave
LA 18 - LA 70
LA 70 - ASC P/L
Perkins Rd to I-10
Brightside Ln to South Blvd
Airline Hwy to Joor Rd
Joor Rd to Sherwood Forest Blvd
Sherwood Forest Blvd to Sullivan Rd
Belleview Rd - End?
Devall Rd to Greenwell Springs Rd
Greenwell Springs Rd to LA 16
N Burnside Ave to LA 431
Nicholson Dr to 0.8 mi east
Bawell St to W Lake Shore Dr
Acadian Thwy to Essen Ln
LA 429 to LA 30
Brittany-Port Vincent Hwy to Oak
Grove-Port Vincent Hwy
LA 431 to Churpoint Rd
Airline Hwy to Germany Rd
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Table 7-9: continued

Project Name
LA 444
LA 447 (Walker South Rd)
LA 449 Ext
LA 621 (Cante Rd)
LA 64 Bypass
LA 73 (Jefferson Hwy)
LA 74
LA 74
LA 76 (Rosedale Rd) - US 190 Connector
LA 929 (Hornsby Rd) Ext

Project Description
Widening to 4 Lanes
Widen to 4 Lanes
New 2 Lane Roadway with Interchange
Widen to 4 Lanes
New 2 Lane Roadway
Widen to 6 Lanes
New Interchange
Widening to 6 Lanes
New 2 Ln Roadway
New 2 Lane Roadway with Bridge

LA 930
LA 931
LA 988
Lee Dr
Lee Dr - kenilworth connector
Linder Rd
Lobdell Hwy
Lockhard Rd
LA 74
LA 74
LA 76 (Rosedale Rd) - US 190 Connector
LA 929 (Hornsby Rd) Ext

Widening to 4 Lanes
Widening to 4 Lanes
Widening to 4 Lanes
Widen to 4 Lanes
New 2 Ln Roadway with Median
Widen to 4 Lanes
Widening to 6 Lanes
Widening to 4 Lanes
New Interchange
Widening to 6 Lanes
New 2 Ln Roadway
New 2 Lane Roadway with Bridge

LA 930
LA 931
LA 988

Widening to 4 Lanes
Widening to 4 Lanes
Widening to 4 Lanes
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Frost Rd - French Settlement
Hood Rd to LA 16
Florida Ave to I-12
Airline Hwy to LA 431
Main St to LA 19 (Zachary)
Lobdell Ave to Bluebonnet Blvd
I-10
ASC P/L - US 61
US 190 - LA 76
Oak Grove-Port Vincent Hwy to 4-H
Club Rd
LA 42 - Henry Rd
US 61 - LA 431
Phillips Ln - IBR P/L
Highland Rd to Perkins Rd
Lee Dr to Kenilworth
Lockhart Rd to Arnold Rd
US 190 - I-10
LA 16 - Eden Church Rd
I-10
ASC P/L - US 61
US 190 - LA 76
Oak Grove-Port Vincent Hwy to 4-H
Club Rd
LA 42 - Henry Rd
US 61 - LA 431
Phillips Ln - IBR P/L
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Table 7-9: continued

Project Name
Lee Dr
Lee Dr - kenilworth connector
Old Scenic Hwy
Pendarvis Ln
Pendarvis Ln Realignment
River Rd
S Flannery Rd
S Sherwood Forest Blvd
S Sherwood Forest Blvd
Satsuma Rd
Satsuma Rd Ext
Sharp Rd
Sherwood Forest Dr
South Bypass
St. Landry Ext
Sunshine Bridge
US 190 (Florida Ave)
US 190 (Florida Ave)
US 190 (Florida Ave)
US 190 (Florida Blvd)
US 190 (Florida Blvd)
US 190 (Florida Blvd)
US 61
US 61 (Airline Hwy)
US 61 (Airline Hwy)
US 61 (Airline Hwy)
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Widen to 4 Lanes
New 2 Ln Roadway with Median
Widening to 4 Lanes
Widening to 4 Lanes
New 2 Lane Roadway
Widening to 4 Lanes
Widen to 4 Lanes / Realign with Millerville
Rd
Widen to 4 Lanes
Widen to 6 Lanes
Widen to 4 Lanes
New 2 Lane Roadway
Widen to 4 Lanes
Widening to 4 Lanes

Project Location
Highland Rd to Perkins Rd
Lee Dr to Kenilworth
Scenic Hwy - EBR P/L
Florida St - Walker S
Pendarvis Ln to Florida Ave
Ben Hur - ?
Old Hammond Hwy to Florida Blvd

New 2 Ln Roadway
Widening
Widen to 4 Lanes
Widen to 4 Lanes
Widen to 4 Lanes
Widen to 8 Lanes
Widen to 6 Lanes
Widen to 6 Lanes
Widening to 6 Lanes
Widen to 8 Lanes
Widen to 6 Lanes
Widen to 6 Lanes

Edenborne Connector to River Rd

Old Hammond Hwy to Florida Blvd
Airline Hwy to Old Hammond Hwy
I-12 to Florida Ave
Florida Ave to Cane Market Rd
Florida Blvd to Old Hammond Hwy
Airline Hwy - S Harrells Ferry

Burgess Ave to Walker Rd
Walker Rd to Satsuma Rd
Satsuma Rd to Study Area Boundary
Monterey Blvd to Sherwood Forest Blvd
Sherwood Forest Blvd to O'Neal Ln
O'Neal Ln to 4-H Club Rd
LA 22 - I-10
Jefferson Hwy to Perkins Rd
Perkins Rd to Highland Rd
Jefferson Hwy to Cedarcrest Ave
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Table 7-9: continued

Project Name
US 61 (Airline Hwy)
US 61 (Airline Hwy)
US 61 (Airline Hwy)
US 61 (Airline Hwy)
US 61 (Scenic Hwy/Samuels Rd)
US 61 (Scenic Hwy/Samuels Rd)
Weiss Rd
Westbank Expy
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Project Description
Widen to 6 Lanes
Widen to 8 Lanes
Widen to 6 Lanes
Widen to 8 Lanes
Widen to 6 Lanes
Widen to 6 Lanes
Widening to 4 Lanes
New 4 Lane Roadway

Project Location
Jefferson Hwy to Cedarcrest Ave
N Burnside Ave to Jefferson Hwy
Highland Rd to Jefferson Hwy
Cedarcrest Ave to Florida Blvd
I-110 to LA 964
LA 964 to Irene Rd
P/L - I-12
Main St to I-10 Connector
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Vision Strategies
Developing a federally mandated, financially constrained plan is required to enable the flow of regular federal funding for
transportation investments. This plan does not solve all of the region’s transportation problems, but it helps mitigate the
most critical needs. The real work begins after the plan is completed. It is vital to build partnerships with key stakeholders
such as local governments, industry, and non-profit organizations, and to foster regional collaboration and achieve
consensus on multi-faceted strategies to solve transportation issues that improve the quality of life in the Capital Region.
The Capital Region Industry for Sustainable Infrastructure Solutions (CRISIS) is a key group of stakeholders helping to
guide conversations at local, regional, and state level regarding regional transportation issues. In 2016, CRISIS launched
the grant-funded Capital Region Mobility Strategy (CRMS), which identified three categories of strategies listed below.
Figure 7-21 shows the high-level l tactics under each category.
•
•
•

Those that enhance the capacity and efficiency of the transportation system;
Those that provide increased travel choice options and management;
Those that improve transportation performance through strategic policy and partnerships.

Figure 7-21: Key Strategies Identified in CRMS
Transformational Projects and Additional Air Quality Analysis
Enhancing the arterial network and implementing alternative transportation projects will help improve the efficiency
of the regional transportation system. Key transformational projects, such as a new Mississippi River crossing, I-10
Widening between the Mississippi River and I-10/I-12 Split, on North Bypass/BUMP would enhance the region’s ability
to accommodate population growth and travel demand. These projects would also increase the region’s economic
competitiveness and resiliency. There is consensus among the public, stakeholders, and elected officials that these
transformational projects are critical to the social and economic health of Capital Region. However, funding these projects
is a monumental task. State legislative efforts in the Spring 2017 to raise the state gas tax, if passed, would have helped
implement these projects. The efforts unfortunately failed and likely it will not be considered again in the near future.
Various innovative funding solutions have been utilized across the country and should be considered for our region’s
problems. Figure 7-22 illustrates the outcome of the online survey which gauged the public’s interest in increasing
transportation revenue, and in identifying types of innovative funding options they would support. Citizens of the Capital
Region were supportive of increasing transportation revenue. Tolling was the most preferred alternative, followed by a gas
tax. Local leaders, the public, and private transportation stakeholders, and industry should work together to build public
support to increase transportation funding through such innovative solutions.
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CRPC staff will conduct additional air quality analyses on these transformational projects to be pre-approved by the
Air Quality Interagency partners. This will help quickly move projects forward should additional transportation funding
become available.

7

Figure 7-22: Public Survey Results for Innovative Funding Measures
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